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1 Problem Statement

Ontologies form the basis of the semantic web by providing knowledge on concepts,
relations and instances. Unfortunately, the manual creation of ontologies is a time-
intensive and hence expensive task. This leads to the so-called knowledge acquisition
bottleneck being a major problem for a more widespread adoption of the semantic web.
Ontology learning tries to widen the bottleneck by supporting human knowledge engi-
neers in creating ontologies. For this purpose, knowledge is extracted from existing data
sources and is transformed into ontologies. So far, most ontology learning approaches
are limited to very basic types of ontologies consisting of concept hierarchies and rela-
tions but do not use large amounts of the expressivity ontologies provide.

Negation is of great importance in ontologies since many common ideas and con-
cepts are only fully expressible using negation. An example for the usefulness of nega-
tion is the notion of a vegetarian who is characterized by not eating meat. It is im-
possible to fully formalize this notion without applying negation at some level. Not
stating these additional information on vegetarians would severely limit the possibili-
ties to deduce new knowledge on vegetarians from the ontology by doing reasoning.
Furthermore, negation is of great significance for assessing the quality of ontologies.
Without it, ontologies may never get incoherent or inconsistent which is an important
quality criterion. Additionally, with negations contained in ontologies, it is possible to
use ontology debugging approaches more effectively.

Given all these points, we consider it important to put effort into a more elaborate
research of automatic or semi-automatic learning of negation for enriching ontologies.

2 State of the Art

There is a large number of possible data sources all of them exposing different proper-
ties with respect to their structure and content. To handle these different inputs, ontology
learning makes use of approaches from many different research areas which leads to a
wide spectrum of different ontology learning methods [2].

Regarding the learning of negation there is little work so far. An example being the
extraction of concept disjointness as a special case of negation. Haase and Völker [6]
use lexico-syntactic patterns and their work is extended by Völker et al. [15] applying
classification approaches on a number of different lexical and structural features in their



LeDA tool. However, these approaches focus on the generation of disjointness of atomic
classes and are not directly applicable for generating axioms containing complements
of complex class expressions. Even if most negation axioms, i.e., axioms containing
explicit negation, may be represented by disjointness, the representation in data (e.g.,
vegetarian as someone who does not eat meat) not necessarily resembles disjointness.

Another ontology learning method which also generates negation is implemented by
the DL-Learner tool [10]. It uses inductive logic programming (ILP) to yield complex
axioms describing concepts from a given ontology. Unfortunately, this method suffers
from two issues. First, it is limited to using ontologies or data sets convertible to ontolo-
gies as data sources, thus it is not adequate to handle unstructured data and probably
most semi-structured information. Secondly, the approach is not directly applicable to
large data sets. This is mainly because of the dependency on reasoning for generating
the relevant axioms which introduces scalability problems. Hellmann et al. [8] propose
a method to extract fragments from the data to reduce it to a processable size but this
could nevertheless lead to the loss of relevant data.

Texts are reasonable sources to extract knowledge about negation axioms, and de-
tecting negation in texts could be a valid first step towards reaching this goal. Thus,
work regarding the general detection of negation in biomedical texts is also of interest
for learning negation. Most research in detecting negation in texts has been made in the
biomedical domain where the approaches are used to extract data on the presence or
absence of certain findings. This detection is mainly done by means of a list of negation
markers and regular expressions [1], by additionally using linguistic approaches like
grammatical parsing [5, 9] or by applying machine learning techniques [11–13]. It is
particularly important that the detection of negation also requires the identification of
its scope, i.e., the parts of the sentence the negation is referring to. Even if some of the
mentioned works might be usable on open-domain texts, there is no evaluation in this
direction but only for the biomedical domain and thus there is no information on their
performance for other domains. Furthermore, it is not clear if detected negations are
similar to the ones required in ontologies.

Recently, there has been more work on negation detection for open-domain texts
mainly driven by its usefulness for sentiment analysis [3] or contradiction detection
[7]. Councill et al., who particularly concentrate on the task of detecting the scopes
of negation, also evaluated their approach on product review texts using an appropriate,
annotated gold standard which unfortunately seems not to be publicly available. Despite
these recent works, detecting negation in open-domain texts remains an open problem.

3 Expected Contributions

The main contribution of this work is expected to be the development of approaches
to enrich given ontologies with negation axioms extracted from texts as a part of an
overall ontology learning approach and accompanied by a corresponding implementa-
tion. For this purpose, we will take already existing, manually engineered ontologies
and add negation axioms extracted from free texts.

Negations in ontologies could provide great benefit for many application. In the
field of biomedicine, one example would be an ontology containing information on



different drugs. For some of these drugs, it is known that there are bacteria which
are resistant against them. For instance, methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus
(MRSA) are strains of Staphylococcus aureus resistant against beta-lactam antibi-
otics. To represent this in an ontology, the axiom BetaLactamAntibiotic v
¬∃effectiveAgainst.MRSA could be used which is a complex negation. Given
such negation axioms, it would be possible to deduce from the ontology which drugs
are not suitable for treating diseases caused by specific pathogens.

A second contribution will be developing and employing approaches to combine
multiple ways of extracting negation. This will help compensating possible shortcom-
ing of certain approaches or data sources and to achieve better overall results.

When enriching ontologies by negation, we have to pay special attention to the
maintenance of the ontology’s consistency and coherence. Without this, there is the
risk of rendering the ontology inconsistent and less useful for reasoning tasks. Such
inconsistencies do not have to come from the addition of the learned negation axioms
themselves but may also arise from erroneous non-negation axioms added by the overall
learning approach.

To be able to actually evaluate the results gained by extracting negations from dif-
ferent data sources, an appropriate evaluation strategy is necessary. Based on related
work, we will develop methodologies suited for the evaluation.

4 Methodology and Approach

In the following, we give an overview on the methodology which we want to follow to
come up with the aforementioned contributions.

Negation Extraction from Text We expect the detection of negation in textual data
to be domain-dependent to a high degree. However, we will focus on the biomedical
domain because of the large amount of work already done there regarding negation de-
tection and the availability of expressive ontologies. There are several kinds of negations
in texts which we will have to handle. Mostly, these kinds of textual negations are dis-
tinguishable into direct negation like caused by the word not and indirect negation rec-
ognizable by words like doubt, which introduce the negation solely by their semantics,
and misunderstanding, where the semantics of negation is characterized by morpholog-
ical markers like mis-. For the first manner of indirect negation, the lexical-semantic
relation of antonymy may provide some additional hints for detection. This is why we
already did experiments on detecting antonymy relations by means of relatedness and
similarity measures. We will evaluate the approaches from the biomedical domain re-
garding their coverage for these different kinds of negation and develop approaches to
treat the yet uncovered ones. To do this, we will most likely start with pattern-based
detection approaches and then additionally apply machine learning methods.

For the enrichment of ontologies, we have to develop approaches to actually trans-
fer the extracted textual negations into suitable logical negation which is not a trivial
problem because of the ambiguity of natural language. Furthermore, we will evaluate
the way negation is used in existing ontologies particularly regarding possible modeling



errors made by humans and regarding the expressivity required for these negation ax-
ioms. Based on the findings, we will choose description logic fragments best suited for
representing the learned negation while maintaining desirable computational properties.

An especially interesting approach is the combination of ways to learn from multi-
ple data sources. As mentioned, this can help to compensate shortcomings in different
approaches or data sources. LeDA [15] already combined different approaches but this
is only done in course of their disjointness extraction algorithm and not directly appli-
cable for combining arbitrary approaches. Having a more general way of combining
different approaches, we could use it to integrate the negation axioms extracted by our
proposed text-based system and other systems like DL-Learner [10].

Consistency Maintenance The task of consistency maintenance has to be employed
for the overall ontology learning and enrichment process and not only for the enrich-
ment by negation axioms. Most ontology learning approaches produce confidence val-
ues for generated axioms. Thus, we have to deal with uncertainty like Haase and Völker
who also considered uncertainty to create consistent ontologies by ontology learning.
We will apply similar debugging methods but also more general approaches like the
one by Schlobach [14]. Regarding the overall learning approach, we will also explore
methods of instantiating a feedback loop from debugging to the actual learning process.
For the ontologies containing negation axioms, we are also able to compute different
measures, e.g., the number of incoherent concepts widely seen as an indicator for an
ontology’s quality.

Evaluation The evaluation of the correctness of the created negation axioms is also
important for the overall goal of learning negation. As there is no standard way of
evaluating these axioms, we will propose a new methodology. There are different ways
of evaluating general ontology learning approaches [4]. For negations, it seems to be
less desirable to use a gold standard especially since its manual creation is extremely
labor-intensive for large data sources. Alternatively, we could use the learning approach
in an application which benefits from a more expressive ontology. For our evaluation,
we will look for such applications. Finally, we could let human domain experts evaluate
the extracted axioms regarding their correctness. Even if this means that there is no
possibility of computing the completeness for the extracted axioms with respect to a
given data source, important values such as the inter annotator agreement may still be
computed.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented our plans to develop and implement approaches to enrich
ontologies by complex negation axioms. As described above, we consider this bene-
ficial for a couple of reasons. Having the results in the area of negation detection for
biomedical texts and some for open-domain texts, we already have some foundations
regarding negations in texts which should enable us to achieve first results soon. All
in all, learning approaches for negation can assist humans in creating more thoroughly
formalized ontologies and thus lead to a more expressive semantic web.
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